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Rafael Gerlach / SatOne – almost close. yesterday

Born in Venezuela in 1977 and raised in Munich since 1979, travelling became important for Rafael Gerlach
already in the early years of his life. In comparison to the journey just mentioned, it was a short trip in the
beginning of the nineties which has drawn his attention to graffiti: Alongside the railroad tracks on the ride to the
inner-‐city of Munich sprayed walls encouraged him to join the local scene which he, known as SatOne, helped
shape significantly since 1991. Thereby he initiated an internationally renowned Hall of Fame on the premises of
a former sleeper plant, which became victim of demolishing in 2007.

Continually, the studied graphic designer has been drawn to far-‐off destinations to gather inspiration and to
realize projects. While his outdoor works always depend on the surroundings and Gerlach almost only reacts as
an executing element to the dictation of the given situation, in his studio he can experiment, try new techniques
and process his collected impressions. In doing so he developed a distinctive graphically abstract style from 2000
on. Two years later he has shown it for the first time in the Urban Discipline in Hamburg and, subsequently, did
more studio works, which distinguished themselves from the outdoor works above all in regard to their context.
Stylistic differences result from the inapplicability of studio techniques in the exterior. These include his self-‐
developed rotating brushstroke, which creates a volume on its own that cannot be achieved by spray can or paint
roller.

Occupying himself with the colour effect on the subconscious mind of the viewer Gerlach distances himself from
the exclusive privilege of interpretation; it is crucial that the viewer creates an own history from the picture and
the sum of his own experiences. In contrast to the dominant graffiti writings his works are rather to be
considered as question marks than exclamation marks and inevitably open up a wider range of understanding.
Finally, they have a longer lasting effect and stimulate the viewer to deal with them. This process of impact and
development is also reflected in the exhibition’s title:

almost close. yesterday outlines a feeling Gerlach has in the short state of satisfaction, which comes with the
inspection of the achieved results of work, but at the same time is blended with the awareness that this
satisfaction may be vanished the next day. In turn, the reflexion on that creates another state of satisfaction as it
leads to the conclusion that only through dissatisfaction new results and aims can be achieved. This productive
spiral force is fuel for his artistic power of creation.



SatOne
EXCITEMENT	  FOR	  SPRING	  
AND	  AUTUMN	  1	  -‐ 2016
Acrylic,	  wax oil pastel,
spray	  paint on	  canvas
100	  x	  100	  cm



SatOne
EXCITEMENT	  FOR	  SPRING
AND	  AUTUMN	  2	  -‐ 2016
Acrylic,	  wax oil pastel,	  
spray	  paint on	  canvas
100	  x	  100	  cm



SatOne,	  EXCITEMENT	  FOR	  SPRING	  AND	  AUTUMN	  3	  – 2016,	  Acrylic,	  wax oil pastel,	  spray	  paint on	  canvas,	  140	  x100	  cm





SatOne
RESONANCE	  1	  – 2016
Acrylic,	  wax oil pastel,
ink on	  canvas
130	  x	  130	  cm



SatOne
RESONANCE	  2	  – 2016
Acrylic,	  wax oil pastel,
ink on	  canvas
130	  x	  130	  cm



SatOne
RESONANCE	  3	  – 2016
Acrylic,	  wax oil pastel,
ink on	  canvas
130	  x	  130	  cm





SatOne
FOUND	  OBJECT	  1 – 2017
Acrylic,	  spraypaint
and ink on	  canvas
80	  x	  70	  cm



SatOne
FOUND	  OBJECT	  2	  – 2017
Acrylic,	  spraypaint
and ink on	  canvas
90	  x	  70	  cm



SatOne,	  FRIVOLOUS	  1	  – 2017,	  Acrylic and ink on	  canvas,	  140	  x	  240	  cm



SatOne,	  FRIVOLOUS	  2	  – 2017,	  Acrylic and ink on	  canvas,	  130	  x	  210	  cm
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